Eat.
Sleep.
Fish.
Fish.
Fish.
A NEVER-ENDING FISH STORY

You were so innocent.

UNTIL THE FISH CAUGHT YOU. Above anything else fishing became your passion.

The fight.
The rush.
The win.

You'll drop everything for it.

A RELENTLESS DRIVE THAT HAS YOU ON THE WATER AT THE BREAK OF DAY—ANY DAY—EVERY DAY. That compels you to catch the most, catch the biggest, be the best.

It's the one that got away, and the 697 that didn't.

Sunburns, raccoon eyes and sweat.

You're hooked. For life.
Our ZX210c tournament bass boat has the size and speed to put it at the head of its class. Its performance — engineered with a super-wide casting deck, overrated storage compartments and our X-TREME composite construction in hull, floor, deck, transom and other load-bearing areas. Plus, there are our cockpit command center with full instrumentation, an aerodynamically designed hull, a tournament-brewed control system and our stretched sponsors with unique reengraved design names. The ZX210c: When you’re ready to take the lead.

1. Rigging storage
2. Upholster
3. Rod box
4. Grate box
5. Rake molded storage
6. Under seat cooler
7. Center line seat
8. Prop storage under seat
9. Trim steering

Also available in dual console.

Our stretched sponsors with revolutionary reengraved design names, cockpit control center with full instrumental and tournament-brewed control system. The ZX200c: Loaded — for trophy fish!

1. Rigging storage
2. Upholster
3. Rod box
4. Ballast
5. Rake molded storage
6. Under seat cooler
7. Center line seat
8. Prop storage under seat
9. Trim steering

Also available in dual console.

The ZX200c tournament bass boat is made with Skeeter X-TREME composite material for exceptional strength and durability. With an extended casting deck, it also features Skeeter’s numerically controlled-machined, high-precision, transversely symmetric hull for superior handling.

Deluxe contour seats
A wide range of dependable Yamaha engines is available.

Cockpit Covered Center with 24 series covered gauges and tilt relay switches.

ZX210c

ZX200c

ZX210c

ZX200c
Our ZX190c tournament bass boat features Steeler composite construction for exceptional strength and durability. It's strong yet lightweight, making it fast, light and easy to maneuver. Standard equipment includes our HELM command center with full instrumentation, a Hi-Per-Formance control system and reliable Rod Stakes™ for easy securing of rods. The ZX185c - a true tournament bass boat - that won't lose.

A wide range of dependable Yamaha engines is available.

---

Steeler's centered bike seat and Power Pro Bait provide comfort and ease of use for long days on the water.

The ZX190c tournament bass boat is a deck high-performance boat that handles turns and rough water with ease. With our stretched sponsors and uniqueSPINWAVE design, it has added lift and buoyancy for less backlash. It also features our K-TRIM/IMI composite construction from hull to deck:

- Transom for remarkable strength and durability plus there is our center console with full instrumentation and tournament rod storage system. The ZX190c is built to bring out the best in you.

A wide range of dependable Yamaha engines is available.

---

Steeler's exclusive Rotatable Rod Stakes™ secures rods for easy handling.

---

Row traction mat design with anti-skid Copier provides stability underfoot white boarding and launching.
A wide range of dependable Yamaha engines is available. Conveniently located storage areas for your favorite beverages.  

1. Riggging storage  
2. Livewell  
3. Rod box  
4. Glove box  
5. Roto-molded storage  
6. Under-seat cooler  
7. Contour bench seat  
8. Under-seat prop storage  
9. Dual rod and pension steering  
10. Bow fraction step mat  
11. 12-volt accessory plug  
12. Flush-mount winchwell  
13. Passenger rod shelf  
Also available as a dealer complete.

Centerlines: 17"6  
Beam: 86  
Fuel Capacity: 30 gallons  
Max. HP: 150

The ZX19 is our sleek, new welded aluminum tournament-class boat. Built from extruded, easy-to-fabricate components. Standard features include: 16'1"/4"' composite hull and stringer and X-CEL. Choice of trim, tachometer, cockpit command center, tournament-style control system and stretched penning with unique no-sloshing rudder system. The ZX175C: Size it up for yourself.

1. Welded construction  
2. Divided rear bench  
3. 150 HP engine  
4. Dual cable rudder and pension steering

Contour driver and passenger seats, with a fisherman center seat. Deluxe padding helps to absorb shocks and deliver a smooth, dry ride.

5. Aluminum floor and deck  
6. Storage box  
7. 6-gauge tach motor wiring  
8. Rod box  
9. Skeeter ZX style upholstery  
10. Centerlines: 190"  
11. Beam: 90"  
12. Fuel Capacity: 30 gallons  
Max. HP: 150
The ZX17 is our compact, fully loaded welded aluminum tournament-class bass boat. With only three across seating, plus two fishing seats, the cup holder and center console, the ZX17 is the perfect boat to go right off the lot.

A wide range of dependable Yamaha engines is available.

ZX18

ZX17

The ZX18 is a bass angler’s dream come true! Aluminum, welded, quick, durable and fast as well as ultra-smooth running. With plenty of casting room and storage, this tournament-class boat has a complete cockpit command center with full instrumentation, center console and passenger seats with a removable center seat, and a divided rear aerated livewell as well as a livewell control system.

Centerline - 190°

Beam: 86"

Fuel Capacity: 20 gals.

Max HP: 150

The aluminum welded boat is built ready to go right off the lot.

Easy-access, extra large storage compartments.

The ZX17 is our compact, fully loaded welded aluminum tournament-class bass boat. With three across seating, plus two fishing seats, cup holder and center console, the ZX17 is the perfect boat to go right off the lot.

A wide range of dependable Yamaha engines is available.

ZX18

ZX17

The ZX18 is a bass angler’s dream come true! Aluminum, welded, quick, durable and fast as well as ultra-smooth running. With plenty of casting room and storage, this tournament-class boat has a complete cockpit command center with full instrumentation, center console and passenger seats with a removable center seat, and a divided rear aerated livewell as well as a livewell control system.

Centerline - 190°

Beam: 86"

Fuel Capacity: 20 gals.

Max HP: 150

The aluminum welded boat is built ready to go right off the lot.

Easy-access, extra large storage compartments.
The Skeeter 200SL combines the key features of our DX series, perfect for boating with those of tournament-style boats. Boats in the Skeeter line are known for their hard-coated aluminum hulls, bowuci and storage compartments, and a flip-down step for easy access into the boat.

A stainless-steel glovebox holds flip-down step and storage compartments, and a Console storage with gunnel storage is available. The large padded skid plate is conveniently located on the floor.

The Skeeter 200SL is powered by a Yamaha 350 HP engine and a Skeeter 200SL fuel capacity of 50 gallons. Max 185: 205.
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Our 1775c — in single console, Abby or DV models — has some serious advantages over other walkin boats. That's because it's made with Skeeter's unique X-TREME and X-CIL composite construction in floor, stringer and transom. Which means a boat with exceptional strength and durability. Add to that our aerodynamically designed hull, and the 1775c is more than ready to tackle those deepwater lakes. In addition, there are a cockpit with full instrumentation, fire and a gooseneck level binnacle. The 1775c. The best handling and performing walkin boat in its class.

A wide range of dependable Yamaha engines is available.

1 Rigging storage under transom
2 Livewell
3 Storage
4 Rod storage
5 Full instrumentation control panel
6 Electric and friction tilt steering
7 Cooler
8 Battery storage
9 Bow fishguard
10 Gunwale bilge well
11 Locker storage
12 Bow tackle management
13 Bow tackle stop Available in single console, Abby and DV configurations.

1 Rigging storage
2 Outboard motor
3 Under-console battery compartment with hatch
4 Four individual launching sections with storage space on each side of console
5 Console storage tube in console
6 Aft storage
7 6-cup holder
8 Strikerbox
9 90-lb. Skeeter
10 90-lb. Skeeter
11 90-lb. Skeeter
12 90-lb. Skeeter
13 20-gallon breifew

Our 1775c bay boat — also available with a precision-crafted outboard (BP751) — is designed to perform in rough bay and offshore waters. With its exclusive X-TREME composite hull and stringer, it's lighter and stronger than ever. Plus, our patented V-hull flattens the wake for a smoother, dryer ride. A well-designed center console complete with Skeeter screened gauges means navigating along the edge is simplified. And the large bow deck with huge foredeck and dual storage space means maximum usability. The BP751 or the BP752L The boat to get into when you're in deepwater fishing.

Centerline Length - 17'5"
Beam - 88.0"
Fuel capacity - 33 gals.
Max. HP - 55 SC/155, 65 DV/155
T/T

7 Storage
8 Built-in tackle tray
9 20-gallon breifew
10 10 Cup holders
11 12-flone covers
12 All-welded stainless steel console grab rail
13 120-gallon breifew
14 Aft storage
15 Aft storage
16 Aft storage
17 Aft storage
18 Aft storage
19 Aft storage
20 Aft storage
21 Aft storage
22 Aft storage
23 Aft storage
24 Aft storage
With X-TRA™ composite hull and dinghy, our BPT1C is the bay or bluewater boat that handles rough and tough waters with power and confidence. Our exclusive V-shaped hull gives you the stability and ease of handling you expect from a bay boat. And a center console with full instrumentation lets you navigate effortlessly. Plus, there are large built-in tackle trays, an extra-wide blossum with seat and a 68-quart cooler seat. The BPT1C: The definition of a dependable boat!

Centerline Length - 19’
Beam - 7’6”
Fuel Capacity - 40 gals.
Max HP - 175

A wide range of dependable Yamaha engines are available.

The Skeeter aluminum 175, with slab or angled console, is the tough, durable, high-performance boat that lets you take it deeper and at an affordable price. Its specially designed hull gives you a smooth, dry ride, and composite decks and floors add strength and stability. Plus, it's got full instrumentation features optionally. Two options:

1 Composite floors and decks
2 Tackle management system
3 Three fishing chairs
4 Two reel winder
5 Full instrumentation
6 6-gauge trolling motor system

Lighted freshwater with timers, deluxe console with well-lit panel, and wraparound deck (175SLC), deck-mounted gunnels, lockable rod locker (on the 175SLT), locking fold-down driver's seat and three fold-down fishing seats (on the 175SLT). The Skeeter 1750. Now it's easier than ever to get to deeper.

Centline Length - 17’6”
Beam - 8’6”
Fuel Capacity - 30 gals.
Max HP - 250 (1750T, 1750C)

A wide range of dependable Yamaha engines are available.
The Skeeter aluminum 1650, with tiller or single console, has to be the best buy yet for the deepwater fisherman to get into an aluminum rough-water boat. It has great Skeeter quality and durability yet is easily affordable. Features include two seating areas with swiveling, two folding-down fishing seats, two lockable rod lockers, deck-mounted rod rests, four tilt/lock pedestal bases, (1650T) and deluxe console with Burwood panel with winch告别(1650C). Plus, its tough, specially designed hull and composite deck and floor give the 1650 added strength, durability and stability, and a better ride. The 1650 is easy to handle and has a large bass boat feel. It also has a passageway, a rod shelve, Skeeter covered gauges in the cockpit, and an aerodynamically designed hull that provides exceptional acceleration and an amazing smooth ride. The 1650T is a great fish boat for bass fishing.

The SS180 is a high-powered 16-foot bass boat built for anglers on a budget. With two armored bangles, spacious front casting deck and lots of storage for gear, it also has a passageway and Skeeter covered gauges in the cockpit. Plus, its aerodynamically designed hull provides exceptional acceleration and an amazing smooth ride. The SS180 is a great fit for all bass fishing enthusiasts.

A wide range of dependable Yamaha engines is available. Centerline Length: 18.0" Beam: 93" Fuel Capacity: 55 gallons (Max HP: 250)

1 Running storage
2 Loores
3 Platform
4 Cleat box
5 Lined storage
6 Storage
7 Bow friction mat strip. All available in black or chrome.
The 50th Anniversary of the birth of the first bass boat.

Not unlike your passion to fish there is a mystique that drives the most serious fishermen to own a Skeeter boat.

This is how it's been for 50 years.

In 1948 Holmes Thurmond of Shreveport, Louisiana, designed what would become a bass fisherman's dream come true — the world's first bass boat. Made entirely of marine plywood with slanted sides, flat bottom and pointed bow, it was the first Skeeter.

Now, 50 years later, Skeeter is still the bass fisherman's choice. For a very good reason: our never-ending quest to make the best even better.

We continually re-evaluate, refine and redesign our boats striving for a perfect balance of performance and fishability. It's that passion for perfection that has made us one of the premier boat manufacturers in the country.

By mastering the discipline of technology, design and construction, we're building some of the most technologically advanced boats on the market. Each one is built to provide a ride, handling and durability that's unmatched. Each one is built toward one end: your total satisfaction.

Our drive to be the best has also led us to reach new horizons. Our 50th Anniversary marks another important event in our history. We're introducing a complete aluminum line.

We've teamed our years of experience and highly trained professionals with a comparable level of skill and experience in the aluminum industry to bring you today an aluminum boat with the unmistakable confident Skeeter attitude!

The passion continues.
A wide range of dependable marine engines is available.

The SS 140 bass boat is the ideal outboard bass boat. It offers the angler all the features Skeeter's exclusive hull design, carpeted cockpit, storage, and passenger bucket seats. Plus, there are Skeeter's exclusive hull design, great deck layout and superior maneuverability. The SS 140. Now you can really get close to fishing.

Skeeter's storage compartments provide plenty of space for all of your fishing gear.

1. Rigger storage
2. Live well
3. Rod box
4. Lined storage
5. Storage Also available in dual console

The SS 500 is a great way to get started. A wide range of dependable marine engines is available.

1. Rigger storage
2. Live well
3. Rod box
4. Lined storage
5. Storage Also available in dual console

Strategically placed, carpeted rod boxes protect your rods and reels and keep a clean fishing deck.

Skeeter's storage compartments provide plenty of space for all of your fishing gear.

1. Rigger storage
2. Live well
3. Rod box
4. Lined storage
5. Storage Also available in dual console

The SS 500 is a great way to get started. A wide range of dependable marine engines is available.

1. Rigger storage
2. Live well
3. Rod box
4. Lined storage
5. Storage Also available in dual console

Strategically placed, carpeted rod boxes protect your rods and reels and keep a clean fishing deck.
The 5517 aluminum box boat is just the boat for those anglers who want Skeeter quality and performance at an affordable price. It has an extended front casting deck, pedestal seats front and back, large divided console livewell, walker, deck-mounted fuel tank, and tackle-rod locker. Plus, there are 3 access seats, composite decks and floor for strength and stability, and a specially designed one-piece hull for durability and a fast, smooth ride. The 5517 - it's all here for the taking!

A wide range of dependable Yamaha engines is available.

Easy-access, extra-large storage compartments.

1 Welded construction
2 Fold-down bench seats
3 Built-in fuel system
4 Composite floor and deck
5 Full instrumentation
6 Divided main livewell
large storage casting deck.

Skeeter welded Jon boats make getting out and fishing easier than ever. No matter which one you pick, you can count on Skeeter's quality and performance year in, year out. With tough, durable 16-gauge aluminum hulls, high-strength, one-piece extended ribs, reinforced corner and transom braces and stamped-in keels, they're ready to provide years of trouble-free service. Also, front, deck seats and rear seats are reinforced so potential bows can be installed.

1 Welded construction
2 V-hoe
3 One-piece extended ribs
4 Reinforced corner and transom braces
5 Textured non-skid floor
6 Reinforced front & rear seats
Design and Engineering

What sets Skeeter uniquely apart from other boat builders is our understanding and use of technology. Our team of research and engineering specialists has practically reinvented the process of boat design. We apply the principles of aerodynamics, physics and 3-dimensional computer imaging to the design and construction of all our boats. The result: the ultimate in performance vehicles on the water.

Since our beginning we've had a tradition of leading the industry with breakthrough innovations. Again this year we continue to set the standard by which other boats will be judged with exclusive features that improve performance, appearance and fishability.

These include our X-TREME and X-CEL composite construction that adds strength and durability to areas like hull, deck and transom. Our reverse draft transom that adds buoyancy and reduces backlash. And our aerodynamically designed hull that enhances maneuverability and produces a smooth, dry ride. (In test after test including a Battery of tests in the Gulf of Mexico, Skeeter boats have proven to be some of the strongest, most durable boats on the market.)

Skeeter is continually looking ahead, driven as always to be the best. And as part of the Yamaha family, we're able to bring innovative products and features to market faster than ever.

Skeeter's patented Reverse Draft Transom adds efficiency to reduce backlash and creates a balanced boat from stem to bow.

Skeeter's Comfortably Contoured Molded High-Pressure Thermoplastic Seat cushions, innumerable, while providing an unrelenting smooth, dry ride.

X-CELL Transom Strength Test

Skeeter's hydro-dynamically designed X-CELL composite transom is lighter than steel and aluminum, yet three times as strong.

Skeeter's X-TREME featuring a families' favorite X-CELL composite keel. It's lighter than steel and aluminum, yet three times as strong.
Our drive to be the best has always led us to reach for new horizons. That's why this year we're introducing a complete line of aluminum boats.

The Aluminum Skeeter

The Skeeter Aluminum Boat

We've thought of producing an aluminum line of Skeeter boats for some time. But we waited until the right product to be right before moving ahead.

Now, we're ready. We've combined our extensive experience with a similar degree of expertise in the aluminum field to create a series of aluminum boats that merits the Skeeter name.

The technology and the design strengths used to produce our fiberglass boats have also shaped these new boats. The dedication to quality and craftsmanship that's evident in all Skeeter boats is also apparent in this new line.

Every aluminum boat is built with performance in mind. You'll find the ride, the handling, and the fishability to be unquestionably Skeeter. Features like welded construction, aerodynamically designed hulls and composite 'no wood' floors and decks (with a lifetime warranty against rotting) all make for unsurpassed strength, durability and smoothness of ride.

Welcome to the new aluminum Skeeter!

All Skeeter boats, including this new aluminum line, are powered by Yamaha engines. Yamaha, like Skeeter, has a long-standing reputation for quality, high-performance products that are durable and reliable. Yamaha's Midrange Series outboards are a powerful case in point.
Tournament Series Engineered and built for the tournament fisherman, our ZX line of fiberglass and aluminum bass boats is so advanced the competition may never catch up. All fiberglass models include Skeeter’s exclusive X-TREME composite construction for unmatched strength and durability, and aerodynamically designed hulls for maximum acceleration, superior maneuverability and our legendary smooth, dry ride. Standard features include extended casting decks, contoured cockpits with full instrumentation and two roomy aerated livewells with our dependable tournament livewell control system. Skeeter’s all-new aluminum bass boats also demonstrate our unwavering commitment to quality. See for yourself on the black pages.

Family Sport Series Our fiberglass fish-and-ski boats are the ultimate in recreational vehicles! They offer the best of both worlds, with the most popular features of Skeeter’s legendary bass boats and those of stylish ski craft. You’ll find lots of storage for rods or skis, aerated livewells, comfortable driver and passenger bucket seats, and stainless steel, sure-grip ladders. This series also includes spacious aluminum pontoons for all-around family fun. For cruising, fishing or just old-fashioned get-togethers, our pontoons are made to make your day on the water — with features like bimini tops, giant rod boxes and refreshment centers. Turn to the red pages and start planning the times your family will never forget.

Big Water Series Performance-driven and built to last, this series features our large, wide-beamed fiberglass and aluminum boats — both bay and V-bottom boats. Selected fiberglass models feature Skeeter’s exclusive X-TREME composite construction for extraordinary strength and exceptional durability. Others offer our V-pad hull for maximum stability and super-responsive handling. All have roomy aerated livewells and huge tackle and storage boxes. Our all-new aluminum models include must-have features like aerated livewells with timers, comfortable fold-down fishing seats and lockable rod lockers. All aluminum models offer your choice of single-console or tiller control. Turn to the green pages if you’re serious about big-water performance.

Fisherman Series Our Fisherman Series makes Skeeter’s exceptional fiberglass and aluminum bass boats more affordable than ever. More compact and lighter than our tournament boats, these models offer popular features like aerodynamically designed hulls, aerated livewells, roomy casting decks and plenty of storage space. This series also includes our workhorse models: our durable welded jons to take you to your favorite fishing holes or anywhere else you want to go on the water. With tough 100-gauge aluminum hulls, welded construction, one-piece extended nubs and stamped-in keels, they’re ready for long years of service. Check out this value-packed series on the gray pages.
Designed to fish. Engineered to last.™

A Yamaha Boat Company

Skeeter Products, Inc. One Skeeter Road P.O. Box 230 Kilgore, TX 75663-0230 1-800-SKEETER www.skeeterboats.com

Skeeter supports our country’s vast fisheries by promoting catch and release and is committed to preserving the environment in our manufacturing practices.

Some of the features shown and described are available only on specific Skeeter models. Skeeter reserves the right to change product features and specifications without notice.

©1998, Skeeter Products, Inc.